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■ Cost advantages throughout the entire lifetime of the building: from planning
and implementation, through the building
phase, sale or rental, right up to operation
and administration.

What does
“smart home and intelligent
building control” mean?
A single system instead of separate
control solutions
In comparison with classic electrical installations, an intelligent building control system
offers noticeable advantages. All the different
functional subsystems within the building
are integrated via a bus connection to a single
communicating system. This enables the
optimal, energy efficient interaction of the
sub-systems, which is almost impossible with
conventional technology. The system
allows a large number of interactive functions
to be realised, including:
■ Lighting control
■ Heating/ventilation control

More comfort, more economy, more
security
Intelligent building control systems enable:
■ Realisation of a complete solution according
to the wishes of your project partners
and customers, whether they are buyers,
tenants or operators

■ Quick and simple adaptation of the functions to the individual needs and uses of the
premises
■ Energy-saving, tailor-made control of all
electrical consumers
■ The best possible safety and security for
people and property
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Conventional wiring system
- complication, hassle, not
refined

One refined and optimized
system for all needs and
appliances

KNX bus system
- The standardized bus system

The bus system on the other hand consists of:
Sensors which “feel”, i.e. Receive commands, such as
light switches
KNX bus system uses an additional data line to con- Actuators which “act”, i.e. execute commands, such as
trol devices and systems, such as heating and lighting, dimmers
to a networked system.
The bus which “connects, i.e. enables sensors and
If each application were designed individually - as is actuators to communicate with one another
usual - such networking would only be possible with
high costs and major technical expenditure.
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Technological advancements need to be tangible in order to change people’s

Tailor-made comfort –
an attractive argument

environment positively. Smart home and intelligent building control systems from ABB
enable you to set your project apart from the rest in this field.
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What’s more, small but irksome day-to-day
■ Presence simulation
tasks are rendered unnecessary by the
■ Automatic lighting
innovative KNX technology. For example, lights
are automatically switched off when there
is no one in the room or the shutters are
safely raised in the event of strong wind. You
can define a level of automation that is
virtually unlimited.
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Room heating control:

approx. 14 - 25 %

Heating automation:

approx. 7 - 17 %

Shutter control:

approx. 9 - 32 %

Flexibility
Economic efficiency
approx. 25 - 58 %
In buildings with a lifespan that generally
No other installation system makes it possible
®
covers several decades, it is only a matter of
to run the building so efficiently. ABB i-bus is
Ventilation control:
approx. 20 - 45 %
time until rooms change use. So it’s good
able to do this thanks to:
if the building functions can be adapted to
■ this
Energy-saving
individual
control
In total,
results in an
average room
energy
savingfor
by
general measures
and optimisation
of the control
the needs of the user simply and at low
heating, ventilation
and air-conditioning
engineering
in
the
order
of
approx.
11
to
31
%.
cost during this time. With an ABB i-bus® in■ Optimum lighting tailored to the requirestallation, these requirements are implemented
ments at hand
The corresponding maximum values of the different areas
quickly and easily by reprogramming or
■ Intelligent
shutter
control
of
recorded
in the literature
in the
studyfor
canmaking
be seenuse
in the
expansion. What’s more, this ‘programmable
following daylight
diagram.and the sun´s energy
flexibility’ gives you more time in the planning
■ Optimisation of energy consumption via acphase to take into account the wishes of your
quisition and evaluation of operational data
customers.
from the building
Lighting control:

Reduced energy consumption through utilization of intelligent building control in houses and buildings

■ values
Transparent
visualisation
supporting
Maximum
in the study
“Energy savingfor
potential
using modern electrical installations”
facility management

Percentage of reduced energy consumptionReliability
(%)

ABB i-bus® systems are extremely high-quality,
future-proof installations. The bus system
enables considerable simplification of building monitoring and maintenance. Central
acquisition of the relevant values, immediate
error messages or possible corrections via
remote maintenance – these are all measures
which guarantee the reliable operation of
the building.
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Due to the great system flexibility and functionality, KNX technology can be used in any type
of building. It offers efficient advantages for all intelligent building control applications and
therefore
perfectly can
rounds
off your
project.
Due to the great system flexibility and functionality,
KNX technology
be used
in any
type
of building. It offers efficient advantages for all intelligent building control applications and
therefore
roundsinoff
yourinproject.
ABB
i-bus® perfectly
KNX is currently
place
over 60
countries with satisfied customers in thousands
of projects of all kinds, such as in:
ABB i-bus® KNX is currently in place in over 60
countries
satisfied customers in thousands
■ Office with
buildings
of
of all kinds, such as in:
■ projects
Bank buildings
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
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Retail trade/shopping centres
Office
buildings
Flats/apartments
Bank
Privatebuildings
houses/villas
Retail
trade/shopping centres
Hotels/restaurants
Flats/apartments
Stadiums/sports venues
Private
houses/villas homes
Hospitals/clinics/care
Hotels/restaurants
Schools/universities
Stadiums/sports
venues
Churches/museums/libraries
Hospitals/clinics/care
Event/leisure buildingshomes
Schools/universities
Industrial/production buildings
Churches/museums/libraries
Airports/stations
Event/leisure buildings
Industrial/production buildings
Airports/stations
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Unrivalled Innovation
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Mohandseen Showroom
47, Abdel Moneim Ryad Street
Mohandseen, Cairo, Egypt
Tel. +20233032163
Fax. +20233054669
New Cairo Showroom
Coming Soon!
Teseen Road next to Meeting Point Mall
Website:
http:\\www.cat-egypt.com\homeautomation\
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